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"ManageFirst Program, National Restaurant Association."
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come
packaged with the bound book. Cost Control: A Fundamental Approach will inspire you to learn cost control as an essential skill for
any future chef or foodservice manager. The text begins by helping you master key culinary math basics, making subsequent cost
control equations easier to understand and compute. Balancing real-world industry challenges with cost control theory, the text
covers topics such as recipe costing and sales price determination, purchasing and storeroom control, labor control, revenue
management, and income statements and budgeting. Throughout the text, author Daniel Traster encourages you to think critically
about the material, promoting a deeper understanding of cost control.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come
packaged with the bound book. With a new Consumerism chapter, enhanced art and photos, and timely updates, this Second
Edition of Nutrition and You personalizes nutrition–helping you make healthy nutrition choices and encouraging you to become an
informed consumer of nutrition information. Throughout, each vitamin and mineral are introduced in self-contained spreads, called
Visual Summary Tables, that help you learn to identify the key aspects of each nutrient at a glance. You’re encouraged to relate
the science of nutrition to your own dietary habits, helping you to separate fact from fiction and to distinguish high-quality nutrient
sources from those of lesser quality. After reading this book, you’ll know to think critically about information sources and the
claims made in the popular press and online. The MyPlate Edition features a write-to-fit update so that you have the latest nutrition
information right within your book. New information includes the new MyPlate graphic (which replaces the former MyPyramid), the
2010 Guidelines, and the new Dietary Reference Intakes.
Introduction to AutoCAD 2020 addresses advances in technology and introduces students to 2-dimensional drawing skills and
commands using the 2020 release of AutoCAD. Straightforward explanations focus on actual drawing procedures, and illustrations
show what to expect on the computer screen. It continuously builds on concepts covered in previous chapters, contains exercises
combined with in-text notes, and offers examples that provide the “how and why” of AutoCAD fundamentals. Projects are included
at the end of each chapter and provide hands-on experience creating various types of mechanical, architectural, civil, and
electrical drawings. This text is appropriate for introductory and intermediate AutoCAD courses. Introduces AutoCAD, drafting
skills, editing techniques, working with complex objects, annotating drawings, outputting your work, advanced drawing and
construction methods, and collaborating with others on the web. Pedagogy reinforces learning objectives throughout, with chapter
objectives; key term definitions; command grids that concisely offer multiple ways of achieving task at hand; and discipline icons
that identify the field of study throughout. “New” version icons highlight new software features quickly. Hands-on exercises appear
throughout the text to reinforce learning, and end-of-chapter projects require students to demonstrate a full understanding of the
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concepts presented in the chapter. Introduction to AutoCAD 2020 provides students with the tools they need to develop drafting
skills with AutoCAD.
This text focuses on NUTRITION topics. It includes essential content plus learning activities, case studies, professional profiles,
research topics and more that support course objectives. The text and exam are part of the ManageFirst Program(r) from the
National Restaurant Association (NRA). This edition is created to teach restaurant and hospitality students the core competencies
of the Ten Pillars of Restaurant Management. The Ten Pillars of Restaurant Management is a job task analysis created with the
input and validation of the industry that clearly indicates what a restaurant management professional must know in order to
effectively and efficiently run a safe and profitable operation. The ManageFirst Program training program is based on a set of
competencies defined by the restaurant, hospitality and foodservice industry as those needed for success. This competencybased program features 10 topics each with a textbook, online exam prep for students, instructor resources, a certification exam,
certificate, and credential.The online exam prep for students is available with each textbook and includes helpful learning modules
on test-taking strategies, practice tests for every chapter, a comprehensive cumulative practice test, and more! This textbook
includes an online testing voucher to be used with the online version of the ManageFirst certification exam.
Industry-driven curriculum that launches students into their restaurant and foodservice career! Curriculum of the ProStart(R)
program offered by the National Restaurant Association. The National Restaurant Association and Pearson have partnered to
bring educators the most comprehensive curriculum developed by industry and academic experts.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come
packaged with the bound book. Filled with real-life examples, The Professional Server: A Training Manual covers all aspects of
dining room service. This edition contains in-depth coverage of everything a good server needs to know to be successful in this
competitive profession–from professional appearance, to server readiness, to guest communication. Self-contained chapters flow
in a logical sequence and offer an explanation of table settings, wine and beverage service and current technologies. Restaurant
Reality stories, charts and photos give students an insider’s look into the realities of the profession.
This concise version of the culinary dictionary is sized and priced to be used with other Hospitality/Culinary books. Offering over
6,000 entries, it includes authoritative yet concise definitions and a guide to accurate capitalization and phonetic pronunciation.
Charts for common food additives, common food labeling terms, and selected produce varieties appear in the back and metric
conversions and measurement equivalents are also included. Designed to support those in culinary arts, its definitions, line
drawings, charts and tables are excellent for quick, at-a-glance reference.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN.
Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual
schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for
and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be
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included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your purchase.
Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed
previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other
than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to
purchase. -- ACF's Cold Kitchen Fundamentals covers all aspects of the garde manger, from simple salad prep, to dressing and
sauce making, to appetizers, soups and sandwiches, to charcuterie, cheese making, and ice carving. Each chapter is rich with
photos, chef's tips, and recipes and each unit includes learning activities and benchmark formulas that encourage specific learning
outcomes. Offering unique coverage of competition and food technology, the book helps students understand the underlying
principals of the cold kitchen and develop the skills needed to produce their own signature sauces, salads, and more! Some
additional features include: An ACF endorsement--makes this text unique. Chef's Tips-provide invaluable how-to information from
seasoned professionals Over 600 illustrative photographs--appear throughout the book. Supportive Recipes-include those tested
in the working kitchen and culinary schools.
"Portions of this book were previously published under the title Introduction to hospitality management"--T.p. verso.
Introductory Foods, in its twelfth edition, is designed for the college student just beginning to study food preparation and
processing. It aims to give these students a basic understanding of fundamental principles, along with an appreciation for food and
the many roles it plays in human life and culture. Recent developments in food safety and regulation, consumer consumption
trends, and technological innovations in food processing are included. Throughout the text, photographs and drawings illustrate
food preparation techniques and popular foods in contemporary society. in food science, have been added throughout the text.
*More than 150 new illustrations, including many in color, have been included. *Feature boxes, distributed throughout the text, with
themes of Multicultural Cuisines, Hot Topics, and Healthy Eating, offer students new perspectives on timely food-related issues
and trends. Topics such as ethnic foods in America, genetic engineering, probiotics, and wholegrain foods are explored. *New
information about the use of knives and other basic kitchen equipment has been added in the chapter called Back to Basics.
*Chapters have been grouped into new categories to support the ordering of content used by many instructors. As in previous
editions, chapters are cross-referenced throughout the text. *Chapter summaries and a key term list have been included for the
first time in this edition. These features, along with the end of the chapter study questions, are designed to assist students in their
review of the chapter.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come
packaged with the bound book. The World of Culinary Management: Leadership and Development of Human Resources, Fifth
Edition, gives aspiring chefs the foundational knowledge and skills required to lead, supervise, and manage foodservice workers. It
outlines in clear terms those elements crucial to success in today's quality-driven foodservice industry, with in-depth exploration of
the roles and responsibilities of a successful kitchen manager. It examines all aspects of training as it affects the chef supervisor,
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providing practical, step-by-step discussions on crucial management skills and functions. Written specifically for the associate
degree and certificate level program, this is one of the only texts available that’s designed to provide complete information on
human resource management from a culinary perspective.
A guide for students, managers, and owners in the food service industry. Considers researching the type of customer and
restaurant, financial matters, nutrition, legal aspects, layout and printing, and a range of specialized menus from fast foods to
banquets. Also discusses the menu as a management
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come
packaged with the bound book. With an emphasis on technique, Discovering Global Cuisines is designed to give students a more
authentic look at international cuisines. Capturing the culture of each region, this experienced chef-educator explores the history,
geography, and foods of the world. Author-tested recipes fill each chapter as the reader is invited to discover the tastes, flavor
foundations, signature techniques and signature recipes for a given country. Offering accuracy, authenticity, and adaptability, this
full color book provides a rich look at international cuisine and it’s most popular and intriguing styles.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged
with the bound book. Introduction to Culinary Arts, Second Edition, covers everything from culinary theory and management to sanitation and
safety to nutrition and food science to culinary and baking techniques, instilling practical knowledge and skills that students can apply
throughout their career. Teaching and Learning Experience: From theory to application, provides a solid foundation in culinary arts Offers a
wealth of features that spotlight key techniques and information Addresses culinary management and business
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged
with the bound book. This comprehensive text is designed for courses in baking and the pastry arts, yet still accessible to the aspiring home
baker Help readers understand the how and why of successful baking On Baking, Third Edition, Update enhances the fundamentals
approach that has prepared thousands of students for successful careers in the baking and pastry arts. It teaches both the how and why,
starting with general procedures, highlighting core principles and skills, and then presenting applications and sample recipes.
Professionalism, breads, desserts and pastries, advanced pastry work–including chocolate work–are each covered in detail. To help students
truly master baking, the book also incorporates scientific, cultural, and historical aspects of the culinary arts. More than 230 new full-color
photographs, 40 new recipes, and information on key trends like healthy baking, wedding cakes, and plating techniques help prepare readers
to use the latest methods and recipes. Also available with MyCulinaryLab This title is also available with MyCulinaryLab—an online homework,
tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. With its vast collection of recipes
tested in the kitchens of top culinary schools and an extensive ingredient database, Pearson Kitchen Manager allows Chefs to maximize the
value of their recipe content. New Culinary Math Problem-Sets for baking are designed to help students with varying levels of math
knowledge master the basic math skills they need to be successful in the kitchen, and apply them within the context of baking. NOTE: You
are purchasing a standalone product; MyCulinaryLab does not come packaged with this content. If you would like to purchase both the
physical text and MyCulinaryLab search for ISBN-10: 0134115252/ISBN-13: 9780134115252. That package includes ISBN-10:
0133886751/ISBN-13: 9780133886757 and ISBN-10: 0134109406/ISBN-13: 9780134109404. MyCulinaryLab should only be purchased
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when required by an instructor.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged
with the bound book. How to create a menu from start to finish! Foundations of Menu Planning guides readers through the menu planning
process in the same order in which a professional menu planner conducts the process. Menus are marketing mechanisms, cost control tools,
and critical communication devices for successful food service operations. Beginning with identifying and defining a target market, the book
progresses through understanding various menu styles, creating beverage menus, costing recipes, determining menu prices, and analyzing
and engineering an existing menu. A unique chapter on unwritten menus, a capstone project for creating an original menu, and a concluding
look at the menu-first approach to building a successful foodservice operation reinforce the book’s reputation as the most comprehensive
resource of its kind on the market. The Second Edition incorporates a wide range of new information including: strategies for incorporating
nutrition into menus based on the Dietary Guidelines for Americans 2015-2020 and shifts in menu pricing strategies from the traditional table
d’hote to the more contemporary prix fixe with supplemental charges. Also included are trends in menu planning, from small plates and
signature cocktails, to online menu design and layout and menu engineering to maximize profitability.
"A core credential topic of the NRAEF certificate program"--Cover.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged
with the bound book. Designed for a variety of audiences, this book combines a framework for understanding wine and making intelligent
food pairing decisions. By emphasizing the basics of wine and the basics of food pairing techniques, it offers content that is relevant to novice
and intermediate readers and restaurateurs. Thoroughly class-tested, it includes classic pairing combinations and principles that can be used
with New World cuisine. Colorful maps, practice quizzes and pronunciation guides help demystify the subject and guide readers through the
maze of wine information.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several
versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations
are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from
companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used
book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access
codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously
redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. -- Attractively designed and extensively illustrated with color photographs, line
drawings, charts, and sidebars, this contemporary introduction to cooking and food preparation focuses on information that is relevant to
today's aspiring chef. Comprehensive and well-written, it emphasizes an understanding of cooking fundamentals, explores the preparation of
fresh ingredients, and provides information on other relevant topics, such as food history and food science. This introduction to cooking
outlines professionalism, food safety and sanitation, nutrition, recipes and menus, tools and equipment, knife skills, kitchen staples, dairy
products, principles of meat, fish and vegetable cookery, garde manger, baking, and presentation. Exciting, new features to this updated
edition include: Healthy Cooking chapter (Chapter 23) combines materials on basic nutrition (Chapter 3 in On Cooking, 4th edition), healthy
cooking techniques and cooking for special diets such as vegetarian diets or allergic diets. Over 250 new photographs emphasize procedural
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aspects of cooking. Virtually all recipes are now illustrated with photographs. Updated concept changes to meet the Food Code revision
(Chapter 20) Fresh design, including over 300 new photographs and line drawings Content updates to reflect current trends in the Culinary
Arts This book is an excellent reference for Chefs, Restaurant Managers and others in the food service industry. 0133103196 /
9780133103199 On Cooking: A Textbook of Culinary Fundamentals Plus 2012 MyCulinaryLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package
Package consists of: 013298914X / 9780132989145 2012 MyCulinaryLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for On Cooking: A Textbook
of Culinary Fundamentals 013715576X / 9780137155767 On Cooking: A Textbook of Culinary Fundamentals
Streamlined in this edition, INTERNATIONAL COOKING, 2/e looks at the world's cuisines and how they developed and evolved. Organized
by continent, each country and cuisine is explored in terms of its history, topography, cooking methods, common foods, flavorings, and
general characteristics. Over 340 recipes appear in this edition and represent a variety of foods and dishes from all segments of the menu.
This edition features 90 brand new recipes, three new countries and ideas for modernizing classic recipes. With an emphasis on flavor
components and traditional and contemporary cookery, this edition reflects the evolving nature of world cuisine.

For courses in baking and pastry. The how's and why's of baking On Baking: A Textbook of Baking and Pastry Fundamentals has
prepared thousands of students for successful careers in the baking and pastry arts. It presents core baking principles and the
fundamental skills needed to produce a wide array of baked goods and confections. Aligned to ACF baking and pastry standards,
the 4th edition has a new chapter dedicated to healthy baking and dessert plating. On Baking , 4th Edition, will also be available in
summer 2020 via Revel(tm) , an interactive learning environment that enables students to read, practice, and study in one
continuous experience. Use ISBN 9780135240144 to purchase the Revel access card.
For nearly two decades, On Cooking: A Textbook of Culinary Fundamentals has instructed thousands of aspiring chefs in the
culinary arts. The Fifth Edition Update continues its proven approach to teaching both the principles and practices of culinary
fundamentals while guiding you toward a successful career in the culinary arts. ¿ Teaching and Learning Experience: ¿ The text's
time-tested approach is further enhanced with MyCulinaryLab(tm), a dynamic online learning tool that helps you succeed in the
classroom. MyCulinaryLab(tm) enables you to study and master content online-in your own time and at your own pace Builds a
strong foundation based on sound fundamental techniques that focus on six areas essential to a well-rounded culinary
professional--Professionalism, Preparation, Cooking, Garde Manger, Baking, and Presentation A wealth of chapter features helps
you learn, practice, and retain concepts ¿ This is the stand alone version of the text. A package is available containing both the
text and MyCulinaryLab with Pearson eText using ISBN: 0133829170.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come
packaged with the bound book. This text focuses on NUTRITION topics. It includes essential content plus learning activities, case
studies, professional profiles, research topics and more that support course objectives. The text and exam are part of the
ManageFirst Program® from the National Restaurant Association (NRA). This edition is created to teach restaurant and hospitality
students the core competencies of the Ten Pillars of Restaurant Management. The Ten Pillars of Restaurant Management is a job
task analysis created with the input and validation of the industry that clearly indicates what a restaurant management professional
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must know in order to effectively and efficiently run a safe and profitable operation. The ManageFirst Program training program is
based on a set of competencies defined by the restaurant, hospitality and foodservice industry as those needed for success. This
competency-based program features 10 topics each with a textbook, online exam prep for students, instructor resources, a
certification exam, certificate, and credential. The online exam prep for students is available with each textbook and includes
helpful learning modules on test-taking strategies, practice tests for every chapter, a comprehensive cumulative practice test, and
more! This textbook includes an exam answer sheet to be used with the paper-and-pencil version of the ManageFirst certification
exam.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come
packaged with the bound book. Discover the evolution of food. Food Around the World: A Cultural Perspective, 4e is a unique and
fascinating text examining the geography, history, economic, religious, and cultural factors influencing food consumption and
availability. Appropriate for all students, especially those in food science, dietetics, and nutrition, it examines cultural food patterns
and fosters an appreciation for various regions, nations, and cuisines. Chapters explore how and why different regions developed
their unique cuisines and include recipes from each region. Vivid maps and photographs bring global cultures and foods to life as
students travel through each chapter. Extensive learning tools help students master material and make the text an instructorfriendly resource. Teaching and Learning Experience This text provides a comprehensive and engaging cultural examination of
food around the globe. It provides: Cultural insight through food: Chapters use food as an engaging avenue of insight into cultures
around the world. Well-rounded understanding: Detailed chapters present topics with proper context and include effective learning
tools. Opportunities to experience global cuisine: Students can create dishes from around the world, bringing topics from the text
to life in the kitchen. Rich visuals to engage readers: Numerous maps, photos, and figures illustrate and support the text and
engage visual learners.
Introduction to Culinary ArtsPearson Higher Ed
The Culinary Institute of America, a leader in culinary excellence for over 60 years, takes your high school students through a
journey from a culinary arts student through employability. Introduction to Culinary Arts provides a solid foundation in culinary arts
with a wealth of features that spotlight the important information. This powerful text also addresses culinary management and
business skills.
Welcome to Culinary School: A Culinary Student Survival Guide is a must-read for every student in a professional culinary school
or college-level culinary program. Welcome to Culinary School: A Culinary Student Survival Guide, 2/e delivers exactly what
students need to know to thrive in culinary school and succeed in the culinary industry. More than a book on culinary jobs and
certification requirements, it outlines a realistic blueprint of how to get more out of school, enhance one's credentials, and find a
rewarding position within the field. A motivational tone and all new interviews help readers relate to the material and get the most
up-to-date industry insight. Enhanced Suggested Tasks encourage readers to develop study skills, credentials, and strategies that
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will yield the ultimate goal-success in the culinary field. New content in the Second Edition includes: culinary environmental
stewardship, using the internet for research, self-promotion through social media, portfolio creation and usage, updated culinary
certification requirements, the impact of changing technology, and additional career paths. New PowerPoints help instructors lead
their classes more easily. A must-read for every student in culinary school or a college-level culinary program, Welcome to
Culinary School helps students succeed in and out of the classroom.
Filled with colorful recipes and comprehensive information on American food culture and history, this book provides an overview of
American Regional Cuisines: Food Culture and Cooking . Featuring over 300 master recipes, it examines the culture, products and
cuisine of fifteen culinary regions–from New England to Hawaii–and the micro-cuisines that exist within each region. Designed for
the working chef, its recipes offer an ideal format based on how professionals actually cook in restaurants. The authors'
foodservice and education backgrounds give the book the scholarly knowledge and the professional experience needed to make it
an authentic reference that meets the demands of today's culinary students.
Introduction to Culinary Arts, Second Edition, covers everything from culinary theory and management to sanitation and safety to
nutrition and food science to culinary and baking techniques, instilling practical knowledge and skills that students can apply
throughout their career. Teaching and Learning Experience: From theory to application, provides a solid foundation in culinary arts
Offers a wealth of features that spotlight key techniques and information Addresses culinary management and business
Kitchen managers get ready for food production -- Kitchen managers select and train production employees -- Kitchen managers
lead food production employees -- Kitchen managers plan their menus -- Kitchen managers design their menu -- Kitchen
managers require standard recipes -- Kitchen managers cost recipes and assist food servers -- Kitchen managers use effective
purchasing practices -- Kitchen managers use effective receiving, inventory management, and issuing practices -- Kitchen
managers analyze their menus -- Kitchen managers analyze sales and control revenue. Kitchen managers get ready for food
production -- Kitchen managers select and train production employees -- Kitchen managers lead food production employees -Kitchen managers plan their menus -- Kitchen managers design their menu -- Kitchen managers require standard recipes -Kitchen managers cost recipes and assist food servers -- Kitchen managers use effective purchasing practices -- Kitchen
managers use effective receiving, inventory management, and issuing practices -- Kitchen managers analyze their menus -Kitchen managers analyze sales and control revenue.
NOTE: Used books, rentals, and purchases made outside of Pearson If purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson,
the access codes for the Enhanced Pearson eText may not be included, may be incorrect, or may be previously redeemed. Check
with the seller before completing your purchase. This package includes the Enhanced Pearson eText and the bound book. The
best-selling case-based text, Introduction to Teaching: Becoming a Professional, sharpens its focus on issues in education in its
Fifth Edition. Weaving this focus throughout every chapter with new features and chapter sections covering diversity, reform, urban
education, and technology, the text ensures that prospective teachers gather all the needed information to create an up-to-date
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picture of the ever changing face of education. The authors take this information and bring it to life with cases, classroom
examples and videos, again ensuring that the living, changing, challenging and fulfilling life of an educator is as clear as it can be.
The Enhanced Pearson eText features embedded video. Improve mastery and retention with the Enhanced Pearson eText* The
Enhanced Pearson eText provides a rich, interactive learning environment designed to improve student mastery of content. The
Enhanced Pearson eText is: Engaging. The new interactive, multimedia learning features were developed by the authors and
other subject-matter experts to deepen and enrich the learning experience. Convenient. Enjoy instant online access from your
computer or download the Pearson eText App to read on or offline on your iPad® and Android® tablet.* Affordable. The Enhanced
Pearson eText may be purchased stand-alone or with a loose-leaf version of the text for 40-65% less than a print bound book. *
The Enhanced eText features are only available in the Pearson eText format. They are not available in third-party eTexts or
downloads. *The Pearson eText App is available on Google Play and in the App Store. It requires Android OS 3.1-4, a 7” or 10”
tablet, or iPad iOS 5.0 or later.
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